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Abstract
Autonomous robotic weeding systems in precision farming have demonstrated their full potential to
alleviate the current dependency on agrochemicals such as herbicides and pesticides, thus reducing
environmental pollution and improving sustainability. However, most previous works require fast
and constant-time weed detection systems to achieve real-time treatment, which forecloses the implementation of more capable but time-consuming algorithms, e.g. learning-based methods. In this
paper, a non-overlapping multi-camera system is applied to provide flexibility for the weed control
system in dealing with the indeterminate classification delays. The design, implementation, and
testing of our proposed modular weed control unit with mechanical and chemical weeding tools are
presented. A framework that performs naive Bayes filtering, 3D direct intra- and inter-camera visual
tracking, and predictive control, while integrating state-of-the-art crop/weed detection algorithms,
is developed to guide the tools to achieve high-precision weed removal. The experimental results
show that our proposed fully operational weed control system is capable of performing selective mechanical as well as chemical in-row weeding with indeterminate detection delays in different terrain
conditions and crop growth stages.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past century, weed control has been a long-standing issue in the field of agriculture. The uniform application
of herbicides has demonstrated its effectiveness at weed removal, however, also introducing environmental pollution,
human health, and herbicide resistance concerns. Due to its adverse effects, governments and farmers seek to reduce
the herbicide input (Hillocks, 2012) in agricultural activity. Precision farming provides a way to solve this challenge
by involving weeding mechanisms (Weis et al., 2008) to perform the treatment on an individual plant-level or a small

weed cluster. In doing so, the use of agrochemicals can be drastically reduced or even eliminated. However, humanoriented precision weeding machinery usually requires inefficient and labor-intensive human resources, which cannot
justify the economic benefits of herbicide savings.
Automated weed control, including weed detection and removal, has gained significant popularity in the community
of precision farming over recent years (Fennimore et al., 2016) (Bechar and Vigneault, 2017), due to its great potential
to improve the weeding efficiency while reducing the environmental and economic costs. Many robotic weed control
systems have been proposed with focuses primarily on single tactics (Slaughter et al., 2008): selective chemical
spraying (Lee et al., 1999), mechanical weeding (Pannacci et al., 2017), flaming (Datta and Knezevic, 2013), and
electrical discharging (Vigneault and Benoı̂t, 2001) (Blasco et al., 2002) (Xiong et al., 2017). However, the study
(Kunz et al., 2018) indicates that a combination of tactics could maximize weeding performance, named integrated
weed management (Chikowo et al., 2009) (Young, 2018). Such a system inherently enables the use of alternative
weed destruction based on specific weed species in the field, thus further improving the weeding efficiency. The
Flourish platform’s weed control system, partially described in this paper, follows the same strategy that is capable of
performing weed-specific management either chemically with a precise spot-spraying of herbicide, or mechanically
with a stamper tool destroying the weeds.
Smart weeding machines rely on the performance of the machine vision system to detect weeds. However, the environmental uncertainties, including illumination condition and color variance of leaves or soil, affect the performance
of the machine vision system, thus upper-bounding the weed control accuracy. Along with the flourish of artificial
intelligence, significant progress has been made towards learning-based weed detection methods. Such methods, using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), have proven to provide more reliable crop/weed detection results. For a
single-camera system, the high variance of detection delays could directly lead to target missing or limited time for
subsequent weed tracking and actuation procedures, thus introducing significant uncertainties into weed control applications. The Flourish system addresses this challenge by introducing a non-overlapping multi-camera system, where
the weeds are classified in the first camera and tracked in subsequent cameras, thus providing more time for weed
detection without compromising the weeding performance.
Non-overlapping multi-camera tracking can be generally divided into intra- and inter-camera tracking, where the intracamera part tracks the weeds while mapping their 3D locations in real-time and the inter-camera part seeks to retrace
the previously detected weeds. In the field of intra-camera tracking, the indirect method (Klein and Murray, 2007)
(Strasdat et al., 2010) (Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017) has dominated the research field for a long time since the selfrecognized features can provide considerable robustness to both the photometric noise and geometric distortion in
images. However, recent works have shown that the direct methods (Newcombe et al., 2011) (Pizzoli et al., 2014)
(Engel et al., 2014) (Engel et al., 2018) could provide more accurate and robust motion estimation due to their high
flexibility of image information usage in comparison to the indirect approaches using certain types of features. To this
end, our intra-camera tracking implements direct formulation to achieve better tracking precision and robustness.
However, the conventional direct tracking algorithm cannot provide satisfying performance for inter-camera tracking
due to the inter-camera lighting changes (Wu et al., 2019). In general, the direct formulation compares the intensity
value of pixels over a local patch across images by making the brightness constancy assumption. However, the intercamera lighting difference breaks such an assumption, thus resulting in significant performance degradation. To
achieve good tracking performance under lighting changes, the illumination-invariant tracking algorithms propose to
take the illumination differences into their optimization frameworks, which provides feasible ways to perform reliable
inter-camera tracking.
This paper presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of our proposed multi-camera weed management
system for in-row weed removal through mechanical intervention or selective chemical spraying. The paper focuses
on two key developments: (1) the mechanical weed unit design consisting of a multi-camera perception system,
two mechanical stamper modules, and one spot-spraying module and (2) the weed control framework integrating
computer-vision-based weed detection, direct 3D multi-camera weed tracking, and predictive actuation. Fig. 1 shows
the workflow of our proposed system undertaking weed management. Both the crops and weeds are first detected and
classified by a state-of-the-art learning-based algorithm using camera images, where the delayed classification results
are propagated and retraced in the latest image. All the labeled crops and weeds are tracked and associated with newly

Figure 1: Our proposed weed control system uses a non-overlapping multi-camera system to track the detected weeds
using direct matching techniques with high-variance detection delays. For the small delays, the weed (up-row) can
be retraced in the detection camera and tracked until treated; for the large delays, the weed (down-row) can only be
retraced in the next camera or even later, which typically fails in single-camera weed control systems. The weeds are
tracked across cameras and finally fed into a predictive control module to estimate the timing and position of treatment
when approaching the weeding tools.
classified plants until moving out of the scope of the first camera. Each plant is finally fed into a biased naive Bayes
filter to rule out the false positives further, and only the correct weeds are tracked across cameras until treated. Both
the direct intensity-based intra-camera tracking and illumination-robust inter-camera tracking are developed to achieve
high-precision pose estimation of tracked weeds, and a standard predictive control layer is implemented to perform
weed intervention by using mechanical or/and chemical tools based on the size of weeds from the perception system.
Results from the field tests demonstrate that our proposed weed management system can successfully distinguish
weeds and crops and removes the weeds with an accuracy of over 90%, which is independent of the classification
delays, terrain conditions, and crop growth stages.
This paper extends our previous work presented in (Wu et al., 2019) by proposing two essential modifications to boost
the intra- and inter-camera tracking accuracy and robustness. (1) Instead of implementing an EKF-based object tracker
using 2D-2D template matching, we developed a non-keyframe simultaneous tracking and mapping algorithm that allows for the 3D-2D object matching strategy, which improves both the intra- and inter-camera tracking performance
under high depth-variance environments, such as fields with matured crops. To support this claim, the newly collected
dataset that contains images with high-density matured sugar beets is introduced to test our proposed weed management system under different crop growth stages. (2) An illumination-robust cost is involved in our inter-camera
tracking layer to compensate for the object appearance changes due to the inevitable lighting condition difference
across cameras, thus improving the inter-camera tracking precision of our proposed system.
The subsequent sections of the paper are organized as follows: Sec.2 reviews the state-of-the-art works in the field
of weed control system, learning-based weed classification, and 3D tracking; Sec.3 describes the integrated mechanical design of our weed control unit and the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration procedures of our non-overlapping
camera system; Sec.4 details our proposed weed control framework incorporating weed detection and classification,
multi-camera tracking, and predictive control; Sec.5 contains the experimental results in real field under different test
conditions; Sec.6 concludes with a discussion on the lessons learned.

2

RELATED WORKS

In this section, both the integrated robotic weed control systems in Sec. 2.1 and the main components of our proposed
weed control framework, such as learning-based weed detection and classification module in Sec. 2.2 and the intra-

and inter-camera tracking algorithms in 2.3 are surveyed to support our design choices.

2.1

Robotic Weed Control System

Nowadays, selective chemical spraying is still one of the most promising mechanisms to kill weeds. (Lee et al., 1999)
proposed a prototype selective spraying system using computer vision and a precise herbicide application to remove
the weeds. Although the system merely provided a 47.6% successful spraying rate, the reduction of herbicide use could
reach up to 97%. (Lamm et al., 2002) tested the prototype described above with a computer vision algorithm that is
capable of distinguishing grass-like weeds in the cotton field and sprayed 88.8% weeds and 21.3% crops with 0.45
m/s operation speed. To improve the accuracy of the system. (Steward et al., 2002) developed an advanced control
strategy that achieved a 91% hit accuracy with an operation speed ranging from 0.9 to 4.0 m/s. (Nieuwenhuizen
et al., 2010) designed a weed control system using a five-nozzle sprayer with 0.2m working width for efficiency, and it
achieves an average 14mm error in the longitudinal direction and 7.5mm error in the transverse direction with 0.8m/s
driving speed. To enable in-row weeding, (Søgaard and Lund, 2005) and (Søgaard and Lund, 2007) investigated the
first prototype using a 126-mm-wide micro-spray and adopted a plan-then-go strategy to allow for a time-consuming
image processing algorithm to generate high-precision target position estimation, which achieved 2.8mm average
error with 0.2m/s driving speed. Later, (Midtiby et al., 2011) demonstrated a system using a micro-sprayer revised
by an inkjet printer head, which sprayed only weeds with a 94% success rate. (Urdal et al., 2014) proposed a dropon-demand weed control system that focused on the fluid dynamics and electronics design of the droplet dispensing
without experimental evaluation. Both the micro-sprayer and the droplet system was designed to improve the treatment
precision of individual weeds, however, also sacrificing the region coverage. In (Underwood et al., 2015) and (Reiser
et al., 2017), a fine spray nozzle attached to a mobile manipulator was developed to perform high-precision spraying
without compromising the working area. Finally, (Blue River Technology, 2018) is commercializing a solution with
robotic nozzles targeting weeds in cotton fields.
More and more studies have been concentrated on mechanical weeding applications, which eliminates the chemicals
on the field (Pannacci et al., 2017). (Tillett et al., 2002) mounted automatically guided hoes on the rear of the tractor
to perform the inter-row weeding at high speed, relying on real-time crop row detection. (Griepentrog et al., 2007)
(Nørremark et al., 2008) introduced a real-time kinetics global positioning system (RTK-GPS) and a pre-recorded
crop map to perform the localization and guide the hoes to perform intra-row weeding with centimeter-level accuracy.
(Åstrand and Baerveldt, 2002) (Van der Weide et al., 2008) (Tillett et al., 2008) (Gobor, 2013) incorporated a computer
vision system to guide the rotary hoes to achieve selective in-row weed removal: the experimental results showed a
successful removal rate up to 53%. (Naio, 2018) is commercializing a small autonomous robot, with multiple tools,
performing intra-row weeding with a hoe or a brush and in-row weeding with a spring, this last tool being adapted only
to specific grown-up plants. To improve the treatment of the close-to-crop area, (Langsenkamp et al., 2014) (Michaels
et al., 2015) proposed an alternative tool that has been evaluated in the greenhouse and the real-field condition: a metal
rod with a diameter of 10mm hitting the growth center of the weed. This tool has proven effective to inhibit dicot weeds
growth (broadleaves) but by design this tool fails to remove weeds with a fibrous root system such as grass, as monocot
weeds cannot be damaged by damaging the leaves. This tube-stamp tool has been successfully implemented on the
BoniRob robot platform with a visual servoing strategy: high-speed image processing from a camera implemented
next to the weeding tool allowed to position it precisely, with a millimeter-level accuracy.
The robotic weed control system with multiple weeding tools named integrated weed management system (Chikowo
et al., 2009) (Young, 2018), has also been reported (Kunz et al., 2018), aiming at maximizing the weed treatment
efficiency and success rate using a combination of tactics. (Bawden et al., 2017) proposed a heterogeneous weed
management system that is capable of selectively applying a mechanical or chemical control method based on the
species of the weeds. (Chang and Lin, 2018) developed a small-scale agricultural robot that can automatically weed
and perform variable rate irrigation within a cultivated field. Our proposed weed control system also implements such
a strategy, which installs the mechanical stampers and chemical sprayer onboard for smart weed management.

2.2

Learning-Based Weed Detection and Classification

As explained before, significant progress has been made towards learning-based weed and crop detection methods.
In (Lottes et al., 2016), we developed a system that performs vegetation detection, object-based feature extraction,
random forest classification, and smoothing through a Markov random field to accurately classify sugar beet and weed.
The object-based approach neglecting Markov smoothing achieves 1-2Hz in runtime performance, and a more accurate
keypoint-based version runs merely at 0.60-1.26Hz. In (Lottes and Stachniss, 2017), we exploit the domain-specific
knowledge of crop the spatial arrangement to perform semi-supervised online visual crop and weed classification with
5.23-8.06Hz runtime performance. In (McCool et al., 2017), a mixture of small components of a fine-tuned deep
conventional neural network (DCNN) is utilized to achieve accurate weed-crop classification, which could deliver a
90% precision with 1.07-1.83Hz processing time. In (Sa et al., 2018), an encoder-decoder cascaded convolutional
neural network (CNN) is utilized to perform the dense semantic weed-crop classification, which achieves a high
classification precision but cannot guarantee a stable real-time performance (2-5Hz). In (Lottes et al., 2018b), we
formulate a fully convolutional network (FCN) to encode the spatial information of plants in a row over sequentially
acquired image sequence to perform the classification task, resulting in a better runtime performance (5Hz).
By aiming at treating the plant’s stem location with high precision intervention methods such as mechanical stamping,
the detection system also has to provide the exact stem location to the robotic system. Besides the semantic segmentation algorithms, learning-based stem localization algorithms have also been developed to facilitate weed intervention.
In (Haug et al., 2014), a keypoint-based random forest is trained to predict the stem regions of plants. In (Kraemer
et al., 2017), the FCN based method is formulated to perform this task. In (Lottes et al., 2018a), we developed an
end-to-end CNN to jointly learn the class-wise stem location and the pixel-wise semantic segmentation of weeds and
crops.
2.3

Intra- and Inter-Camera Tracking

Monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and visual odometry (VO) are two major computer vision
approaches to solve the camera tracking and environmental mapping issue, which can be generally divided into two
categories: indirect and direct methods. Indirect methods, (Klein and Murray, 2007) (Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017),
pre-process acquired an image to extract a certain type of features, which is utilized to recover the camera pose
and scene structure by minimizing geometric error. Unlike indirect approaches relying on features, direct methods
directly use intensities of the image to estimate camera motion and scene structure rather than features. For direct
dense mapping, (Stühmer et al., 2010) (Newcombe et al., 2011) (Pizzoli et al., 2014), the photometric error with
spacial geometry prior formulations are developed to reconstruct a dense depth map and corresponding camera motion
accurately. However, the real-time performance of such methods can only be guaranteed by introducing modern,
powerful GPU due to their intensive computational load. To ease the computational demand, the semi-dense methods,
(Engel et al., 2013) (Engel et al., 2014), reconstruct the inverse depth map through pixel-wise small-baseline stereo
comparisons instead of joint optimization, enabling real-time CPU implementation. More recently, a direct sparse
formulation (Engel et al., 2018) was proposed to jointly optimize motion and structure by omitting the smoothness
prior, which makes real-time performance feasible. In recent years, direct approaches have attracted more attention
due to their higher accuracy and robustness in both tracking and reconstruction, compared with indirect methods. The
main advantage of the direct formulation is that the scene points are not required to be self-recognizable, thus allowing
for more complete usage of information in an image. As a result, such characters of direct formulation makes it quite
suitable for our intra-camera tracking application.
Weed tracking across non-overlapping cameras, named inter-camera tracking, mainly concentrates on object occlusion,
cross-camera appearance ambiguities, and illumination changes. However, our proposed system implements fixedviewpoint down-looking cameras with an artificial lighting system, so that only the illumination difference between
cameras needs to be carefully treated. In recent years, a number of illumination-robust VO and SLAM systems have
been proposed, implementing various models or descriptors to alleviate the adverse effect of external lighting changes,
to achieve robust tracking across cameras. To gain robustness against the global illumination changes, either the
median value of pixel residuals (Meilland et al., 2011) (Gonçalves and Comport, 2011) (Bloesch et al., 2015) (Greene
et al., 2016) or an affine brightness transfer function (Klose et al., 2013) (Engel et al., 2015) is estimated to compensate
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Figure 2: Left: the robotic platform Flourish BoniRob with our proposed weed control unit mounted at the bottom.
Upper-Right: a CAD view of the unit, including the actuators and sensors. Bottom-Right: the pictures of the selective
sprayer and the mechanical stamping tool.
for the induced adverse effect in the optimization. For local lighting changes, (Dai et al., 2017) proposes to use image
gradients, rather than pixel intensities, to formulate the direct energy function, thus gaining local lighting invariance.
(Crivellaro and Lepetit, 2014) relies on the dense computation of a deliberately designed local descriptor to obtain a
clear global minimum in energy function while preserving convergence basin by convolving with a low-pass filter. The
methods based on the census transform (Alismail et al., 2016) (Alismail et al., 2017) use a binary descriptor to achieve
local illumination invariance during the motion estimation. Based on the analysis from our previous work (Wu and
Pradalier, 2019), we found the affine-model-based approach shows both good accuracy and large convergence basin,
which can be used to formulate our inter-camera tracking algorithm.

3

WEED CONTROL UNIT

The weed control unit of the Flourish system, Fig. 2, incorporates an integrated weed removal module developed in
Sec. 3.1 and a multi-camera perception system developed in Sec. 3.2. The main design objectives of this weed control
unit are high weed throughput, precise treatment, and flexibility. To reach these goals, the weed control unit uses
multiple actuators and operates them while driving. The weeds are treated mechanically with two ranks of stampers
or chemically with one rank of sprayers. The weeds are detected and tracked with three cameras with non-overlapping
fields of view. As a first prototype, the module is designed with a width of 400mm, which can be extended to cover
more horizontal space in future iterations. The decision on which tool is used on which weed in this first prototype is
only based on a size criterion: large weeds are sprayed while small weeds are stamped.
3.1

Integrated weed removal module

Equally to usual agricultural machines, our proposed weed removal module shown in Fig. 2, is hung up on a parallelogram, whose total length is 1980mm. This technique ensures a horizontal position on every adjusted height of the unit,
which is crucial to ensure the high precision of the actuation. Two pneumatic cylinders are pushing the unit in the top-
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Figure 3: Architecture of computers, sensors and actuators dedicated to the weed treatment.
most and lowest position. The exact height adjustment is made by two depth wheels, which can be adjusted smoothly
by a spindle with a crank. Working height is planned at 30mm between soil and stamp underneath. Moreover, the
mechanical construction is built robustly, and there is only one degree of freedom for the actuators positioning, i.e.
cross to the driving direction. The weeding tools are described below.
The stamping tool is composed of 18 stamps, arranged in two ranks. Each stamp consists out of a small double
operating (stroke + return stroke) pneumatic cylinder, with a stroke of 100mm and a 10mm diameter stainless steel
bolt. All stamps are individually controllable. The key specifications of the mechanical stamping tool are listed in Fig.
1.
Table 1: Specification of Actuator
average stamping time
40ms
maximum horizontal speed 1.53m/s
stamping accuracy
<1mm
<1mm
positioning repeatability
Separated from the stamps, through a protective plate, the spray application is positioned in the back. This application
is assembled out of nine nozzles individually controlled by magnetic valves. The opening angle of the nozzles is 40◦ ,
and the mounting height is adapted accordingly to the required precision. For our in-row weeding application, each
sprayer mounted in the lowest position can cover a 30mm-diameter area, which is sufficient to prevent valuable crops
growing close to the weeds from being sprayed.
Both actuators are controlled with a scalable, programmable logic controller (PLC). Other tools that need computation,
i.e weed detection and tracking, are done on a computer dedicated to the weed control (Intel i7 CPU, GeForce GTX1070 GPU) running Linux and ROS. The PLC, a Rexroth IndraControl L75.1 interfaces all pneumatic components,
motors, and pumps to trigger the actuators. A wrapper is used to communicate with the ROS network. This PLC
manages three lists of targets: one for the front stamping row, one for the rear stamping row, and one for the sprayers,
each target having a unique identifier. The weed treatment during movement is a time-critical part of the process
because a small delay can already lead to a position error at centimeter-level that is large enough to miss a small weed.
Exact triggering of the actuation requires the PLC to use the absolute time stamps. To fulfill the timing requirement
for precision treatment, the clocks (PC, PLC) are synchronized. This configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.
3.2

Perception System and Calibration

In Fig. 2, three ground-facing global shutter cameras (JAI AD-130 GE) with an 8mm fix length lens (Fujinon TF15DA-8) are mounted on our weed control unit. The distance to the ground is approximately 800mm, and the field
of view (FOV) of each camera can reach up to 240mm x 310mm. To protect the camera setup and the perception
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Figure 4: The schematic of sensor calibration. Left: the calibration of non-overlapping cameras using overlapping
calibration software by introducing an assistant camera in between. Right: the calibration of the camera and sonar
height difference uses a marker field perpendicular to the central axes of the sensors.
system from natural light sources, the weed control unit is covered by 3mm acetal copolymer sheets, and artificial
lights are mounted under to control the illumination. As in most state-of-the-art weed detection algorithms, we use
the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Lottes et al., 2016), which utilizes both color (RGB) and the
near-infrared (NIR) information. To do so, an RGB+NIR camera is used for the weed detection setup, whereas an
RGB-only camera is used for the tracking setup since the additional NIR information comes typically at a high cost
and is not required for the tracking part.
To facilitate the high-precision estimation of the geometric properties of the weeds, all the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters of the non-overlapping camera system are calibrated. The intrinsic calibration for each camera is performed
using standard OpenCV monocular calibration nodes (Bradski and Kaehler, 2000), where a pinhole camera model
with radical tangential distortion parameters is estimated. The extrinsic calibration of our non-overlapping cameras
is conducted using open-source overlapping camera calibration tool Kalibr (Furgale et al., 2013), where an assistant
camera is temporarily incorporated into the system to generate overlapping areas between the cameras, as shown in
Fig. 4 (a).
Besides, three narrow-beam sonars (SRF235 Ultrasonic Range Finder) are mounted next to each camera to help recover the absolute scale of the monocular VO estimates. The accuracy of the range measurement of these sonars is
around 10mm. The marker field calibration (Siltanen et al., 2007) between the camera and its corresponding sonar is
conducted, where only the height difference between the two sensors is of interest, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). A set of
artificial markers is attached on the flat ground surface inside the FOV of both camera and sonar, and the camera and
sonar axis are placed perpendicular to the ground surface, thus allowing for the ground height estimation from both
sensors. The measurements of heights from both sensors are processed and fed into a Kalman filter (KF), where the
difference between two estimated heights is obtained as a calibration parameter.

4

WEED CONTROL SYSTEM

The Flourish project’s weed control system is a self-contained module that is responsible for detecting, tracking, and
treating weeds in real-time. In Fig. 5, the framework of our proposed weed control system is illustrated, and the
process can be described as follows: The classification module implements a state-of-the-art learning-based computer
vision algorithm to detect and discriminate crop and weeds from acquired images in Sec. 4.1. At the same time,
the intra-camera tracking estimates the camera poses and 3D scene map using direct methods in Sec. 4.2. After
receiving delayed classification results and scene structures, the object initializer and updater creates the templates of

Figure 5: An overview of our proposed weed control system that is composed of weed detection, tracking and predictive control modules. The symbols used in the figure are briefly explained in the upper-right corner.
the received objects, propagates their poses up to date in Sec. 4.3. As an object moves out of the FOV of the detection
camera, a naive Bayes classifier (NBC) further classifies it as either crop or weed based on the accumulated labels
in Sec. 4.4. Once the tracking camera finds a new weed object moving into its FOV, inter-camera tracking performs
illumination-robust direct tracking to find its new pose and creates a new template for intra-camera tracking in Sec.
4.2. After repeated intra-camera tracking, updating, and inter-camera tracking, the weeds finally approach the endeffector, where the control algorithm predicts the triggering timing and position of actuation for intervention in Sec.
4.5.
4.1

Crop and Weed Classification

The primary objective of the plant detection and classification module is to enable our proposed weed control system
to distinguish the weeds and crops in the real field. We implement state-of-the-art the methods described in (Lottes and
Stachniss, 2017) and (Lottes et al., 2018b), where the accuracy and runtime performance for the dataset recorded in
Bonn, Germany is presented in Table. 2, where the object-wise metric is used for this evaluation. For both implemented
classifiers, the RGB+NIR data acquired by a 4-channel JAI camera in Fig. 6 is used instead of merely using RGB
images, due to the fact that NIR information is proven to be especially useful for separating the vegetation from the
soil. Besides, both methods provide mainly a pixel-wise semantic segmentation of crops and weeds. The output of
our implemented classifier is a set of central locations (center of mass) of the detected weeds and crops with their
corresponding areas (bounding boxes) in the image space.
Table 2: Performance of Implemented Classifiers
Approach
runtime [Hz]
recall[%]
precision [%]
weed crop weed crop
(Lottes and Stachniss, 2017)
5-8
92
96
98
86
(Lottes et al., 2018b)
5
95
91
73
90

4.2

Intra- and Inter-Camera Tracking

Our proposed intra- and inter-camera tracking modules are essentially direct VO algorithms based on continuous
optimization of photometric error over images, which can be generally divided into tracking and mapping procedures.
In this section, the mathematical representation of the direct formulation with the costs for intra- and inter-camera
tracking is described in Sec. 4.2.1, and the optimization algorithm utilized in this paper is presented in Sec. 4.2.2.
Most importantly, our proposed intra- and inter-camera tracking modules are presented in Sec. 4.2.3 and Sec. 4.2.4,

Figure 6: Left: acquired RGB image. Middle: acquired NIR image. Right: crop (green) and weed (red) classification
result using (Lottes et al., 2018b)
respectively.
4.2.1

Direct Formulation

A reference frame is defined as a gray-scale reference image Ir : Ω → R and an inverse depth map Dr : Ω → R+ ,
where Ω ⊂ R2 is the image domain. A 3D scene point x = (x, y, z)T observed from an image is parameterized by its
pixel location and inverse depth d = z−1 in the reference frame instead of the conventional 3 unknowns. Defining
a 3D projective warp function π(xx) = (x/z, y/z)T , a pixel u = (u, v)T ∈ Ω can be back-projected into 3D world as
x = π −1 (pp, d) = K −1 p /d, where p = (u, v, 1)T is the homogeneous coordinate of such pixel and K is the pre-calibrated
camera intrinsic matrix.
A 3D rigid body transformation G ∈ SE(3) from the reference frame to frame i can be expressed as follows:


R ir t ir
G ir =
0
1

(1)

where R ir ∈ SO(3) and t ir ∈ R3 are the 3D rigid body rotation and translation from reference frame to frame i,
respectively. SE(3) and SO(3) are the 3D rigid transformation and rotation group in Euclidean space (Blanco, 2010).
To better explain all costs involved in this paper, the pixel-wise direct error Ek of the kth pixel between reference frame
and the ith frame can be generally written as:
Ek,Int :=

∑

w p kIi (π(pp0 ) − Ir (π(pp))kγ

(2)

p ∈S p

p 0 = R ir π −1 (pp, Dr (pp)) + t ir

(3)

where I(·) represents pixel intensity of image I. The set S p is the set of pixels in a pre-defined local patch in the
reference frame, w p is the weight assigned for each pixel, k · kγ is the Huber norm, and the subscript k ∈ S pixel is the
index of a sampled pixel selected from a selection algorithm.
The intensity-based direct formulation, in essence, compares pixels based on the brightness constancy assumption and
treat the lighting change affected pixels as outliers. However, the illumination cannot be explicitly controlled between
cameras, thus the illumination-robust direct image alignment methods are required for our system. The global affine
model in (Klose et al., 2013) (Engel et al., 2015) provides one possible solution that is capable of compensating the
additive and multiplicative global lighting or exposure changes. The pixel-wise energy function is described as:
Ek,GA f f :=

∑

p ∈S p

w p kIi (π(pp0 )) − βi −

eαi
Ir (π(pp)) − βr kγ
eαr

(4)

where αi,r and βi,r are global illumination affine model parameters, which are jointly optimized at each iteration.
Combined with Huber norm, this affine method can work well in an environment without substantial local illumination
changes.

Figure 7: An example of reconstructed inverse depth map and a 3D pointcloud of plants and ground surface from our
proposed intra-camera tracking algorithm.
4.2.2

Windowed Optimization

A sliding window optimization framework using the Gauss-Newton algorithm, described in (Engel et al., 2018), is
utilized to achieve real-time motion estimation and 3D structure mapping. The optimization problem, in Eqn. 2, is
furthered reduced to solve a nonlinear least-square minimization problem on Lie-manifolds. The corresponding Lie
Group component ξ ∈ se(3) is introduced to represent the 6-DoF camera pose, where this element can be mapped to
G ∈ SE(3) through the exponential mapping as:
G = expse(3) (ξξ )

(5)

and the update rule in Lie Manifold can be performed through logarithm and exponential mapping as:
ξ ik = logse(3) (expse(3) (ξξ i j ) · expse(3) (ξξ jk ))

(6)

For monocular VO algorithms, there are typically two phases performing the optimization: tracking phase and reconstruction phase. In the tracking phase, the inter-frame camera pose Gir is estimated given the depth map Dr as a prior.
In the reconstruction phase, both the depth map Dr and the camera pose G ir are jointly optimized to improve the overall performance. To boost the tracking robustness over large camera motion, a minimization over an image pyramid,
named coarse-to-fine approach in (Engel et al., 2014), is utilized to achieve a good trade-off between precision and
speed.
4.2.3

Intra-Camera Tracking

The primary objective of our proposed intra-camera tracking algorithm is continuously tracking the 3D positions of
detected crops and/or weeds until retraced in the next camera or being treated. Instead of tracking individual plants, we
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Figure 8: The overview of our proposed intra-camera tracking and mapping algorithm.

formulate our multi-object tracking as a VO algorithm that performs camera tracking and ground object mapping by
exploiting the domain knowledge that all tracked objects are stationary on the ground in Fig. 7. Unlike conventional
multi-object tracking algorithms receiving classification results, extracting the image template, then propagating its
pose and tracking, our proposed VO approach recovers the 3D scene structure before obtaining object information,
then formulating each template as a combination of trimmed image and inverse depth map for later tracking upon
arrival of classification results. As a result, our proposed intra-camera tracking strategy guarantees a constant-time
operation in spite of the change in the amount of tracked objects.
To improve the accuracy and robustness of weed estimates, the intra-camera tracking is developed based on direct
structure and motion formulation, which does not use features at any stage of the algorithm. Specifically, the intensitybased photometric error in Eqn. 2 is minimized during optimization since the appearance changes due to illumination
variation is negligible under artificial lighting condition, thus satisfying brightness constancy assumption. The algorithm consists of two major components: camera tracking and scene structure mapping in Fig. 8, where the map is
represented as inverse depth map as (Civera et al., 2008).
In the camera tracking phase, the full 6-DoF camera pose is recovered through whole image alignment against estimated scene model: given the new image Ii and latest frame {Ir , Dr }, the relative pose ξ ir ∈ se(3) is estimated by
minimizing Eqn. 2 using image pyramid (Engel et al., 2015). As a non-keyframe VO algorithm, the incoming images
are always tracked to the latest frame that includes an estimated inverse depth map and grey-scale image. Then, the
tracked image is fed into the mapping layer for structure estimation and pose refinement, in order to formulate a new
frame to be tracked.
The scene structure mapping layer, in essence, is a joint optimization algorithm over successive tracked frames with
inverse depth parameterization. As the new tracked image is available, all frames in a predefined sliding window
are passed into the optimization layer, where both the scene model and the previously tracked camera poses are
jointly estimated: given a reference frame {Ir , Dr } and a set of tracked Images {Ii : 0 < i − r < s} with their poses
{ξξ ir ∈ se(3) : 0 < i − r < s}, both these camera poses ξ ir and the scene structure Dr are refined by joint minimization
of Eqn. 2, where s represents predefined window size. The estimated inverse depth map is propagated to the latest
tracked image to formulate a new frame for camera tracking.
Many direct VO algorithms prefer to use all pixels with significant gradient, named semi-dense methods. Incorporating
as many pixels as possible into optimization is proven to improve the robustness and accuracy of pose estimates,
however, also compromising the real-time performance. In this work, a sparse point selection strategy (Engel et al.,
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weed template

2D-2D Match

image from 2nd camera

3D-2D Match

Figure 9: The comparison of 2D-2D image matching and 3D-2D direct template matching methods for inter-camera
tracking, where appearance variety induced by the viewpoint changes could make the conventional image matching
completely fail.

2018) is utilized to select well-distributed pixels spreading all over the image regions with sufficient gradients, which is
proven to provide high-precision estimation in real-time. The 3D structure of the point candidates are initialized using
the propagated inverse depth maps or pre-defined ground model through bilinear interpolation, then being tracked and
optimized in camera tracking and environmental mapping phases.
It should be noted that our proposed intra-camera tracking is essentially a monocular VO algorithm that suffers from
scale ambiguity, which is useless for real-world control applications that require absolute scale. In this work, the
filtered average ground depths from sonar and the integrated displacement information from wheel odometry are fused
with the camera pose, and the scene structure estimates from the tracking layer for absolute scale recovery.

4.2.4

Inter-Camera Tracking

The inter-camera tracking is designed to retrace the 2D positions of weeds using the information from images acquired from another camera, which forces us to take the illumination difference between cameras into consideration.
To compensate for the appearance changes of weeds due to lighting variation, we can either plug global or local
illumination-robust costs into our optimization framework described in Eqn. 2. As stated in (Park et al., 2017), the
global illumination-robust costs are capable of capturing whole image additive and/or multiplicative offsets, but failing
to distinguish local lighting changes; the local ones, in contrast, can compensate both global and local illumination
changes in the image, however, presenting significantly smaller convergence basin. For our weed control unit, both
the global and regional illumination differences can be observed between images from different cameras due to the
different lighting arrangements.
Taking advantage that only the 2D positions of weeds in image space is of interest other than the estimation of camera
poses, we extract the small frame template of each weed combined with a global illumination-invariant cost to perform
local image alignment using Eqn. 4, which alleviates the convergence issue by making local illumination consistency
assumption. Given the image Ii in the current camera and the weed frame template {Ir , Dr } from the previous camera,
the relative pose ξ ir ∈ se(3) is estimated by minimizing Eqn. 4 using the image pyramid approach (Engel et al., 2015).
Then, the weed center and its template boundary are transformed into the current frame using the pose estimate, which
is used to generate a new template for intra-camera tracking. It should be noted that the retrieval of the weed objects is

achieved by using 3D-2D direct template-based matching instead of using conventional 2D-2D image correspondence
since the change of viewpoint could induce significant changes of appearance of objects especially for the ones with
high depth variance as shown in Fig. 9.
4.3

Object initialization and update

There are two primary objectives of the object updater: (1) the object updater propagates the 3D positions of tracked
objects using subscribed camera pose estimates and keep updating them when received new poses and depth information from intra-camera tracker; (2) The object updater is responsible for passing objects across cameras. For example,
as one object in camera-1 moves into the visible area of camera-2, the object updater of camera-1 passes the object
template and its predictive pose into the inter-camera tracker of camera-2. If successfully tracked, the object information is removed from camera-1 and sent to the object updater of camera-2. Otherwise, the object updater keeps
tracking this object until being retraced.
To initialize the items in object updater with the unpredictable delays, a time-stamp indexed frame buffer is preserved
in the memory to ease the later searching and the pose propagation. Each frame in the buffer, indexed by the image
capture time, contains the received gray-scale image, the estimated camera pose from the VO, and the recovered
inverse depth map. When a classification result arrives at the object initialization layer, the corresponding frame is
extracted from the buffer given its time-stamp. The templates of the detected plants, consisting of a grey-scale image
and inverse depth map, are extracted with the centroid depth estimated using bilinear interpolation. Then their poses
are propagated using inter-frame poses in the buffer. When the object has transformed into the latest camera frame,
the distances between the new object to all known ones are calculated. If the shortest distance falls below a certain
threshold, these two objects will be considered to be the same, and the state vectors are combined.
4.4

Biased naive Bayesian classifier

To protect the valuable plants from being eliminated by the robot, an incremental naive Bayesian classifier with biased
probabilistic model is utilized to filter out falsely detected weeds (which are actually crops) from the detection system.
Considering a conditional probability model P(Ci |ll i ), with sequentially received classified label l i = li,1 , li,2 , . . . , li,n
from the detection system and Ci as the output label from the Bayesian classification, the formula can be written as
follows:

P(Ci |ll i ) =

P(ll i |Ci )P(Ci )
∝ P(ll i |Ci )P(Ci )
P(ll i )

(7)

where P(Ci ) is the prior of an object belonging to weed or plant, and P(Ci |ll i ) is conditional probability that is predefined with a probability model in Table. 3.
Table 3: Proposed Biased Probability Model
P(ll i , |Ci )
l i = weed l i = crop
Ci = weed
0.8
0.2
Ci = crop
0.1
0.9
It should be noted that the probability model is biased because we adopt a multiple-time weed removal strategy at
different growth stages of value crops, where one particular weed rarely survives under such treatments. For this weed
control scenario, destroying a valuable plant is always considered to be a much more serious problem than just failing
to remove a weed from the application point of view. The value listed in the table was set through small-scale trails
using recorded in-field dataset, where the probability model that achieved (1) no crop was classified as a weed and (2)
most weeds are classified as weeds were chosen for our application. For other weeding strategies, the user should reset
the values of the probability model to ensure performance.

We follow a standard incremental implementation of this filter described in (Murphy et al., 2006), and the classification
results are finalized when all the classification results have been delivered to our tracking algorithm. At this time, the
objects classified as value crops are deleted from the object updater and are not tracked anymore.
4.5

Predictive Control

At a high-level, a motion-model-based predictive controller is designed to predict the trigger timing and horizontal
position, thus allowing for an operation-while-driving strategy. To better explain our high-level control design, all
mathematical equations are derived concerning the first row of the stamping tool, and the same formulation can be
obtained on all rows of stamping tool and the single-row sprayer in the same way.
Considering an extrinsic calibrated camera-tool system, we already have the homogeneous transformation matrix from
th
the last camera frame to the first row of the stamping tool T cam
r1 . The i object position P cam,i in camera frame and
the estimated velocity v cam from intra-camera tracker can be transformed to the coordinate system of the stamping
prime
tools first-row, such that the triggering timing t pred and predicted horizontal displacement xr1,i
can be calculated by
solving the first two rows of the formulated linear system equation:
cam
Rcam
T cam
P 0r1,i = T (R
r1 v cam t pred + R r1 v cam tdelay )T
r1 P cam,i

(8)

cam
where Rcam
r1 is the rotation matrix extracted from T r1 , T (·) is the transformation function using 6-DOF motion predic0 , y0 , z0 , 1]T is the predicted position
tion vector as input, tdelay is the measured processing delay, and the P0r1,i = [xr1,i
r1,i r1,i
of object.

It should be noted that the accuracy achieved by our proposed open-loop predictive control strategy can be easily
affected by the whole treatment process delay, introduced by PLC latency and execution tool dynamics. With our
high-performance PLC, the accumulated processing delay can be simplified as a constant delay parameter tdelay , which
is measured and validated by experiments in the laboratory.

5

EXPERIMENTS

The experimental evaluation section is designed to illustrate the performance of our proposed weed control system
in various real field conditions with indeterminate delays. In this section, the experimental setup, including a robot
platform and the relevant information about the datasets, are described in Sec. 5.1. The quantitative experimental
evaluations of our proposed multi-camera tracking system in Sec. 5.2 and the inter- and intra-row weeding in Sec. 5.4
and Sec. 5.3 are presented regarding execution accuracy, robustness, and run-time property to support our claim. In
the end, the generalization capability of our proposed weed control system is briefly discussed in Sec. 5.5.
5.1

Field Robot and Datasets

The BoniRob is a multi-propose field robot designed by BOSCH DeepField Robotics, which provides an application
bay to install various tools for specific tasks. In recent years, a variety of agriculture applications have been successfully developed and validated using this robot, such as selective spraying, mechanical weed control, as well as plant
and soil monitoring. In the Flourish Project, our proposed weed control system is mounted on a BoniRob, operating
in various real field conditions to evaluate our proposed method.
In this paper, we mainly evaluate our proposed system on sugar beet fields in Renningen (Germany), Ancona (Italy),
and Zurich (Switzerland) in Table. 4. In Renningen, we used faked weed targets (leaves) to quantitatively evaluate
the performance of multi-camera tracking and inter-row weeding in different terrain conditions, speed, and various
simulated classification delays. In Ancona and Zurich, the intra-row weeding is evaluated in a real field with typical
weed species in Fig. 10. The two datasets vary between 2-leaf and 4-leaf growth stages in Fig. 10, which are the
main stages of weeding for farmers. It should be noted that the sugar beets in Zurich dataset are at least four times

larger compared to the ones in the Ancona dataset, which can be regarded as a harder dataset due to its increased
environmental complexity.

# sequences
# images
approx. crop size
approx. weed size
driving speed
classifier
runtime

Table 4: Dataset Information
Renningen
Ancona
12
8
21,591
7,499
0.5 - 100 cm2
2
0.5 - 3.0 cm
0.5 - 60.0 cm2
0.05 - 0.5 m/s
0.1 - 0.3 m/s
Vegetation Detection (Lottes and Stachniss, 2017)
∼8 Hz
3 - 5 Hz

(a) typical weeds in dataset

Zurich
5
4,218
100 - 900 cm2
0.5 - 60.0 cm2
0.1 - 0.2 m/s
(Lottes and Stachniss, 2017)
3 - 5 Hz

(b) different growth stages of crop in dataset

Figure 10: The overview of the dataset used in this paper: (a) three typical weeds frequently observed in the datasets,
where the RGB, NIR, and classification mask of pigweed (Left), crabgrass (Middle) and quackgrass (Right) are presented; (b) three typical grow stage of crop in the datasets recorded in Ancona (Left and Middle) and Zurich (Right).

Instead of manually labeling all possible weeds from original images, we merely label the weeds and sugar beets from
the detected objects from the classification layer for ground truth evaluation. Obviously, this ground truth labeling
method is biased by the implemented classifier. However, our proposed weed control system merely aims at reducing
the number of false positives from the classifier, as well as improving the treatment performance, rather than boosting
the weed and crop detection. Considering that counting of undetectable weeds or crops cannot support our claims, we
choose to label all detected objects and present our evaluation results up to the classification precision.

5.2

Multi-Camera Tracking

The proposed multi-camera tracking performance is extensively evaluated regarding the accuracy, robustness, and
run-time performance in a real field using the Renningen Dataset. We compare our proposed intra- and inter-camera
tracking algorithm with our previous work (Wu et al., 2019) using EKF-based trackers in real field conditions under
various crop growth stages, terrain surfaces, speeds, and classification delays. The ground truth centroid positions of
the plants are provided by a simple vegetation detection classifier, which holds 1.82-pixel repeatability.

Figure 11: Tracking accuracy analysis on the effect of different crop growth stages using Ancona and Zurich Dataset.
Left: the intra- and inter-camera tracking RMSE comparison between the EKF-based approach and our proposed
optimization-based approach are versus test sequences with different crop growth stages. Right: Example of images
acquired in three typical growth stages of sugar beets (Top-to-Bottom): 2-leaf stage, 4-leaf stage, and mature stage.

5.2.1

Performance under different growth stages

In this paper, one of our major contributions is that our system can deliver high-precision 3D position tracking of
objects in high depth variance environments compared with our previously proposed weed control systems. To support
our claim, the tracking precision under different crop growth stages are studied in term of the tracking accuracy. In
this evaluation, the Ancona and Zurich dataset with the trained weed/crop classifier are used to examine tracking
performance, where the vehicle speed for this test ranges from 0.1m/s to 0.2m/s. The rooted mean square error
(RMSE) of object center in image space is chosen as the evaluation metric to evaluate the intra- and inter-camera
tracking accuracy quantitatively. We treat our previous work using the EKF-based multi-camera tracker as a state-ofthe-art method and compare it with our proposed approach to validate our claims.
In Fig. 11, we can generalize three major observations. (1) Our proposed system shows comparable intra-camera
tracking accuracy at 2-leaf and 4-leaf crop growth stages, which is attributed to the fact that the plants appeared in
the image are not high enough to present large appearance variance due to viewpoint changes during tracking. (2)
Having ruled out the adverse effect of the appearance changes due to viewpoint variation at 2-leaf and 4-leaf stages,
the inter-camera tracking precision of our proposed system still presents an improvement over the EKF-based method,
which is due to the involvement of illumination-robust cost. (3) At the crop mature stage, the crop is high enough to
make significant appearance changes during tracking. Our proposed system presents a significantly higher accuracy
in both intra- and inter-camera tracking phases compared with the EKF method, which is the joint effect of both
illumination-invariant cost and the robust 3D-2D matching algorithm.

5.2.2

Performance under different terrain conditions

The experiments presented here are designed to evaluate the intra- and inter-camera tracking accuracy of our proposed
system quantitatively in various field conditions. The Renningen dataset is chosen for this test, where a 0.2m/s vehicle
speed and a simple vegetation detection algorithm with a 0.138s constant classification delay are observed. It should
be noted that the Renningen dataset uses small leaves as fake targets, and there are no big plants in the acquired images
to produce structure-induced appearance changes. The rooted mean square error (RMSE) of object center in image
space is again chosen as the evaluation metric to evaluate the intra- and inter-camera tracking accuracy quantitatively.
Our previous work is treated as a state-of-the-art method to compare.
In Fig. 12, both intra- and inter-camera tracking accuracy are plotted versus different terrain conditions, where we
can find three significant observations. (1) Both methods present good intra-camera tracking accuracy with an RMSE

Figure 12: Tracking accuracy analysis on the effect of terrain conditions using the Renningen Dataset. Left: the intraand inter-camera tracking RMSE comparison between the EKF-based approach and our proposed optimization-based
approach versus test sequences with different terrain conditions. Right: Example of images acquired in four typical
real field conditions (Top-to-Bottom): flat surface, rough surface, flat surface with plants, and rough surface with
plants.

at around 2 pixels, which means our proposed framework is capable of tracking multiple objects with precision as
good as our previous work. (2) Our proposed illumination-robust inter-camera tracking algorithm improves the object
position estimation across cameras compared to our previous work. (3) Analyzing the effect of the terrain roughness
and the density of plants on both tracking frameworks, we can observe that the overall tracking precision is correlated
with the number of edge pixels with significant gradients, where both the rough terrain and the plants can provide
such edges for motion estimation and template matching. In contrast, the small height variation caused by the terrain
roughness plays a minor role in tracking with the down-looking camera setup.

5.2.3

Performance under different classification delays

In this paper, one of our major claims is that our system can work with a much higher range of classification delays
without compromising overall tracking accuracy and efficiency compared to previously proposed weed control systems. To support our claim, the effect of classification delays on our proposed tracking system are studied in term of
the tracking accuracy. In this evaluation, the Renningen Dataset is chosen, and a simple vegetation detection algorithm
with a fake classification delay generator is used to examine our tracking performance. The vehicle speed for this test
is set to be 0.1m/s, thus allowing to test classification with more significant delays. The rooted mean square error
(RMSE) of the 2D centroid position of the retraced object is chosen as the evaluation metric to evaluate delayed initialization accuracy of our proposed system quantitatively, and the central comparison system is set to be our previous
work - the EKF-based multi-camera tracking algorithm.
In Fig. 13 (Top), our proposed system shows similar performance in phase (a), but improved initialization precision in
phase (b) and (c) compared with the EKF method. Combining with the phase description, we can find that the tracking
accuracy limits our proposed initialization precision. Having received detection results from the delayed classifier,
the initialization is equivalent to the intra-camera tracking if the object appears in detection camera as phase (a), or
is equivalent to inter-camera tracking if it appears in tracking camera as phase (c), or in-between as phase (b). Since
the illumination-robust cost has improved the inter-camera tracking accuracy of our proposed system, the delayed
initialization also shows better precision in phase (b) and (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Top: the RMSE [pixel] versus various simulated classification delays [s] in the delayed initialization phase
are plotted, which can be generally divided into 3 phases based on the current locations of objects when detected: (a)
all detected objects are still in the detection camera, (b) detected objects appear in both detection and next tracking
cameras, and (c) all detected objects are approached to tracking camera. Bottom: the RMSE of both intra- and intercamera tracking versus vehicle speeds are plotted to study the effect of vehicle speed on our proposed system.
5.2.4

Performance under different vehicle speed

To examine the system capabilities, the tracking accuracy, both within or across cameras, are evaluated in different
vehicle velocities using the Renningen Dataset. A simple vegetation detection algorithm with a 0.138s average classification delay is chosen. It should be noted that the maximum allowed speed could only reach up to 0.3m/s for
mechanical design reasons, for this reason, the results for higher velocities are simulated by sampling recorded images
to study the limitation of our proposed system. In Fig. 13 (Bottom), the intra- and inter-camera tracking error of
both methods increases exponentially after a certain speed, which is attributed to the reduced overlap area between
sequential images.
5.3

Evaluation of Weed Control

vel. [m/s]
flat
rough
vel. [m/s]
flat
rough

Table 5: Treatment Rates
stamping
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
112/113 99/102
90/91
120/121
84/86
93/96
spraying
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
125/125 124/124 129/129 132/134
121/121 111/112 118/119 131/133

0.4
0.4
112/113
129/129

The proposed predictive control module is evaluated on both the mechanical weeding tool and the selective sprayer in
a real-world field with flat and rough terrain areas. The simple vegetation detection algorithm with an average 0.138s
classification delay is utilized to generate classification results.
To evaluate the mechanical weed removal, real leaves with an average radius of 10mm are chosen as targets, and we
manually count the successful stamping rate after execution as the performance metric. The stamping evaluation is

Figure 14: Left: example picture of field robot performing weed control evaluation. Middle: sample pictures of leaves
after mechanical weed removal. Right: sample pictures after selective spraying.

Figure 15: Left: an in-row selective spraying test is conducted in the real-world field in Ancona (Italy), where the
marks after spraying can be clearly seen in the picture. Right: the performance of in-row mechanical weeding is
presented in a simulated test environment in Bonn (Germany), where the faked targets made of leaves attached on
modeling clay is used to visualize the execution results.

performed in short paths to control the test condition in an outdoor environment better. For short-path tests, we use
5-10/m2 targets and repeat such test for 10 times for each test speed.
To evaluate selective spraying, we set up a webcam to monitor targets after spraying, taking advantage of the wet area
being visible on the dry field surface. Due to this simple monitoring approach, the evaluation of selective spraying
can be done with a full-row operation by counting the successful execution rate manually afterward from the recorded
video. The example pictures of the test field and targets after successful treatment are presented in Fig. 14, and the
quantitative experimental results are provided in Table 5. The successful treatment rates regarding different vehicle
speeds and terrain roughness are presented in the table, where the leaves with an average 10mm radius are chosen
as targets. We don’t have an experimental evaluation of mechanical weeding with speed higher than 0.2m/s because
driving the vehicle higher than this would introduce a huge tangential force on the stamper, which might lead to the
malfunction of the stamping tool. From the table, we can observe that the successful treatment rate is almost invariant
with speed in both flat and rough field ground.

0.1 m/s
0.2 m/s
5.4

detection
199/182
193/182

Table 6: Weed Classification and Treatment Rate
spraying in real field
stamping in simulated test
b. classifier tracker treatment detection b. classifier tracker treatment
182/182
182/182 182/182
92/58
57/58
57/58
57/58
181/182
181/182 181/182
88/58
57/58
57/58
57/58

Evaluation of Intra-Row Weed Control

The purpose of the in-row weed control evaluation is to analyze the whole system performance, and we choose the
final treatment rates as the measure of treatment precision. The overall performance evaluation, named in-row weed
control, is performed in the sugar beet fields and simulated environment. The reason why we introduce the extra
experiment in a simulated environment is that we found that the stamping holes after real field weeding are not really
visible on leaves and cannot easily be distinguished with other holes on the ground after some trials. This extra-test
on flat terrain at the same time tests our classification results and provides us with a baseline performance, which can
help us to understand the limitation of our proposed system better.
The example pictures for in-row weeding test conditions, both in the real field and simulated environment, with
representative results, are shown in Fig. 15. The quantitative evaluation of the classification rate from the detector,
Bayesian classifier, and tracker, as well as the successful treatment rate, from each layer of the proposed system, is
summarized in Table 6. The real weeds serve as targets in the real field, and the leaves serve as fake targets in simulated
tests. From the table, we can find that our proposed Bayesian filter could effectively remove the false positives from
the detector, and the proposed weed control system that integrates classifier, tracker, and the weeding machine could
perform reliable treatment for in-row weeds with good precision.
5.5

Discussion about Generalization

Having proven that our proposed weed control system can successfully detect, track, and execute the weeds in the
real-world sugar-beets field, one of the remaining questions is how the generalization capability of our proposed
framework on other crops is. From the theoretical point of view, our proposed multi-camera tracking system could
track any detected objects fixed on the ground if the terrain presents enough textures. Our proposed predictive control
module is invariant with geometric properties and the appearance of objects since the predictive controller treats the
executed objects as shapeless points. The only component that is highly affected by crop and weed species is the weed
and crop detection module. However, our proposed framework holds the ability to plug-in any weed and crop detectors
as needed. As a result, our proposed weed control framework can easily generalize to different crop and weed species
by incorporating appropriate weed and crop detectors. Besides, the latest work (Bosilj et al., 2019) shows that transfer
learning between different crop types can significantly reduce the training time, which shed light on fast the crop and
weed generalization.

6

CONCLUSIONS

A novel computer-vision-based weeding control system is designed, implemented, and evaluated. A non-overlapping
multi-camera system is introduced to compensate for the indeterminate classification delays caused by the plant detection algorithms, and a 3D multi-camera multi-object 3D tracking algorithm is developed to provide high-precision
tracking results across cameras. To boost the robustness of our proposed system, a 3D mapping layer is introduced to
enable the 3D-2D template matching, which compensates the appearance changes due to viewpoint variation during
operation, while an illumination-robust cost is incorporated to rule out the appearance changes due to lighting difference. A biased naive Bayesian filter is designed to remove the false positives from the detector in the complex field
terrain. To adopt an operation-while-driving strategy, both low- and high-level control strategies are deliberately designed for fast-actuation high-precision weed removal. The tracking and control performance of the proposed system
is extensively evaluated in different terrain conditions and crop growth stages regarding various classification delays

and vehicle speeds, and the final in-row weed removal performance is also assessed to validate our claim that our
system can provide accurate and reliable in-row weed removal service in the real field.
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